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The Monthly Newsletter of the Canterbury Westland section of the New Zealand Alpine Club
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CLIMBER – ANNA KEELING, IN UTAH

ANNUAL

IN BRIEF

Buy / Sell

Contributions to the newsletter

Gear Sale

are more than welcome.
Please send to
nzac.cw.newsletter@gmail.com
before the 25th of each month.

IN THIS NEWSLETTER:
Club events & trips

- Buy/Sell Gear sale July
- Guided club trips
- BANFF update. Get ready, it’s coming
to Christchurch mid-September!

6 – 9pm Thursday 9 July 2020
(Access to private sellers from 5:30pm)

Facebook page

Remember to ‘Like’ our Facebook
page to be kept up to date on Monthly
meetings/Talks, Events, Trips, Courses
and lots more.
https://www.facebook.com/NZAC-Cante
rburyWestland-176920578985933/

A HEADS UP FOR OUR
SECTION MEETING
IN AUGUST

d
Gol

- Club vacancy. Gear custodian
- Request for information
- Arthurs Pass Lodge update
- Talk by Jim Wilson, Sun 12 July
‘Ed Hillary: humanitarian, adventurer
and friend’
- Climb at Charleston!
- Gear for Sale proceeds split between
trust fund for Paul Corridon’s
daughters & donation to the NZAC
- Arthur’s Pass Guidebook now on sale
- NZAC England Library Online lectures
series
- Bargain Ski voucher books
- Section gear hire update
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Riccarton High School Hall

Gear for rock climbing, skiing, hiking,
mountaineering, ice climbing and
much more! Something for everyone!

INFO

– Everyone welcome to buy and sell (Alpine Club members and non-members!)
– Cost $5 per table, $3 for half a table
– For information email adam.b.humphries@gmail.com or helen@helensinclair.com

A selection of retailers will also be there on the night!

•

OUR SECTION MEETING IN AUGUST IS OUR ANNUAL AGM. IF YOU’RE
INTERESTED IN THE CLUB’S DIRECTION WE WOULD LOVE TO SEE YOU THERE.

•

HELEN SINCLAIR, OUR NEW SECTION EVENING CO-ORDINATOR WILL BE GIVING
A TALK AFTER THE AGM. MORE DETAILS TO COME

ANNUAL

Buy / Sell

Gear Sale
6 – 9pm Thursday 9 July 2020
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(Access to private sellers from 5:30pm)
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Riccarton High School Hall

Gear for rock climbing, skiing, hiking,
mountaineering, ice climbing and
much more! Something for everyone!

INFO

– Everyone welcome to buy and sell (Alpine Club members and non-members!)
– Cost $5 per table, $3 for half a table
– For information email adam.b.humphries@gmail.com or helen@helensinclair.com

A selection of retailers will also be there on the night!

ANNUAL

Buy / Sell

Gear Sale
List of retailers attending

Coffee & Cruz
Mobile Coffee Van

Vicki Street
off Curletts Road

Entrance to Riccarton High School
Hall is from Vicki Street entrance,
off Curletts Road

REQUEST FOR NEWS AND INFO

We (Nick Shearer and Neil Sloan) are
working on a new edition of the Mount
Aspiring Region guidebook. This new
edition will be expanded to include
guides to the Forbes Ranges.
The four major blocks of peaks we aim
to comprehensively cover are:
1. Humboldt Mountains – Barrier
Range – Snowdrift Range Bryneira Range - Waipara Range
– Dart Glacier Peaks.
2. Forbes Mountains – Richardson
Mountains – Rees Valley head.
3. Matukituki Valley Peaks
4. Wilkin / Siberia peaks and peaks
around to Haast Pass.
If you have been in these areas and
can provide updated information,
we want to hear from you. If there
are climbers out there looking for a
challenge and wanting to explore lessvisited alpine areas on a fact-finding
mission, we can help by providing a
list of peaks that need revisiting.

Some of the things we are looking for
include:

• High-resolution colour
photographs
• Information such as errors and
omissions in the current
(2016) edition
• Suggestions for improvements
to the current edition
• Changes to existing routes,
access and huts
• New routes

SECTION GEAR HIRE UPDATE
For the 2020 winter season, the C/W
section gear hire will only be available
to those members participating on
section run courses.
Our gear custodian has stepped down
and all current C/W section gear is
currently in storage until the committee
can decide on a better system for gear
hire in the future (we had multiple
issues with gear hire last season
and are currently missing a complete
avalanche kit and one ice axe)
The following retailers can hire gear
out:
Bivouac Tower Junction - Avalanche
kits, ice axes, crampons and packs.
Further Faster - Avalanche kits, ice

axes, crampons, packs, snow shoes
and tents.

PLEASE NOTE:

Camp n tramp hire will be closing their
business soon and only have ice axes
and crampons available to hire and all
other equipment will be sold off.
For Bivouac and Further Faster please check their websites out for full
hire details and rules of hire and for
Camp n Tramp hire, please email Ross
on camptramp@gmail.com
Please email Clayton on
nzacinstructionandgearhire@gmail.
com for any further questions.
Thanks, Clayton.

Please contact the authors directly if
you’re able to help:
Nick Shearer
nicholastshearer@gmail.com
Phone 021 023 42436
Neil Sloan
mckeesloan@gmail.com
Phone 027 338 5560 or 03 443 1041
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Guided
Club Trips

“In addition to regular Club trips to the mountains, we decided to organise some trips run by professional guides”

WHY?

Sometimes people feel their skills and experience may not be up to arranging multi-day
trips above the snowline, or maybe it’s simply a case of not knowing other people to go
with. Or at the same time improve skills and decision-making with advice of a qualified
guide. Or even simply it’s the attraction of 4 days in the mountains in a snug hut without
the hassle of organising it all!

WHAT WE’RE PLANNING

The next pages detail 3 trips we’re offering to start with. These trips happen to be run
by Alpine Recreation, but if these trips are successful we hope to offer more trips with
other guiding companies. For example, these might include fly-in/fly-out trips to high
glacier huts, or trans alpine multi-day camping adventures.

WHY NZAC – CANTERBURY/WESTLAND ARE INVOLVED

Most guiding companies offer scheduled instruction courses, but few offer other
scheduled trips – the clients have to form their own groups and negotiate dates etc.
with the companies. We felt we could co-ordinate trips for a group of like-minded
individuals, and at the same time get a good deal with the companies. For these 3 trips
Alpine Recreation are running for NZAC the main benefits are:
•

15% discount off normal prices

•

Date flexibility – up to 2 days before and after the trip are available to
maximise the chance of good weather

NZAC – Canterbury/Westland will field initial queries from members and check that
interested members are a good match for the trip. Note that NZAC doesn’t make any
money from these trips. You can email John at john@roperlindsay.com

THE 3 TRIPS (details on following pages)

31 July – 3 August: 4 days climbing trip based at Caroline Hut in Aoraki/Mt. Cook
National Park – prices from $1400 - $1520

7 – 10 August: 4 days ski-touring trip based at Rex Simpson Hut in Two Thumbs

		

Range – prices from $1130 - $1215

14 – 17 August: 4 days ski-touring trip based at Caroline Hut in Aoraki/Mt. Cook
		

National Park – prices from $1400 - $1520

Guided
Club Trips

4 DAYS CLIMBING IN
Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park

BRIEF DESCRIPTION – This involves 3 nights based at
             Alpine Recreation’s private Caroline Hut with a guide, with
  
one night at Tekapo prior to the trip. The trip will be organised and run
by Alpine Recreation, one of New Zealand’s most experienced Alpine guiding companies. The
objective is to have 4 enjoyable days climbing and travelling above the snow line, furthering
experience and skills, but with more emphasis on reaching peaks and other objectives.
To improve the odds of good weather Alpine Recreation have offered to provide a 2 day
window either side of the scheduled dates.
TIMETABLE

DAY 0 – Meet at Alpine Recreation in Lake Tekapo at 7:00pm for gear check/briefing.
Spend night in Tekapo at Alpine Recreation’s Edelweiss Lodge base (included). Please
note that dinner on ‘Day 0’ is NOT included, but breakfast on Day 1 is included.
DAY 1 – 6:30 Drive from Tekapo to Mt. Cook/Aoraki and start hiking up to hut at about
8:30. This usually take 5-8 hours (depending upon route and snow/avalanche
conditions), so there might be a couple of hours in the day to do a “Shorty” in the
late afternoon.
DAYS 2-3 – Day trips from Caroline Hut. The objectives will be dependent on snow/
avalanche conditions and weather. Turner Peak and Kaitiaki Peak are within range
of the hut.
DAY 4 – Back down to transport (it may be possible to do this via a different route)
and back to Tekapo for about 7:00pm. Please note that Alpine Recreation can
provide snowshoes if necessary.

CAROLINE HUT

This is the only private hut in Mt. Cook/Aoraki National Park and is a fantastic
destination in its own right. It’s not your normal hut, and is very comfortable,
with gas and a wood stove. It has stunning views up the Tasman Glacier and
over the Caroline Face and is a very enjoyable place to spend time in
the evenings.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
PHOTO SUPPLIED BY ALPINE RECREATION

• A guide IFMGA/NZMGA qualified for climbing.
• Transport Lake Tekapo - Mt Cook Village - Husky Flat (4WD) return.
• All food for 4 days. All bulk food is already stored at Caroline Hut.
• 1 night in bunkroom @ Edelweiss Lodge + 3nights @ Caroline Hut.
• Use of sleeping bag at Caroline Hut (so that’s one less thing to carry)
*Please bring your sleeping bag liner.
• Hire of climbing gear from Alpine Recreation, although it is
preferable if you have all your own gear that you are familiar with.

CLIMBING
CAROLINE HUT

CAROLINE HUT CLIMBING TRIP – Please click on link

NZAC CANTERBURY/WESTLAND PRICING:

INTERESTED? – Please click on link
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvkEm3RKSorZgqk76nudJc_oNNj0cA

- NZ $1400 per person 1:4 guide-client ratio
- NZ $1520 per person 1:3 guide-client ratio
- FREE gear hire (except winter climbing boots)

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvkEm3RKSorZgqk66nudJc_oNNj0cA

Club Trips

4 DAYS SKI-MOUNTAINEERING IN

Aoraki/Mt. Cook National Park

BRIEF DESCRIPTION – This involves 3 nights based at
             Alpine Recreation’s private Caroline Hut with a guide, with
  
one night at Tekapo prior to the trip. The trip will be organised and run
by Alpine Recreation, one of New Zealand’s most experienced Alpine guiding companies. The
objective is to have 4 enjoyable days climbing and travelling above the snow line, furthering
experience and skills, but with more emphasis on reaching peaks and other objectives.
To improve the odds of good weather Alpine Recreation have offered to provide a 2 day
window either side of the scheduled dates.

PHOTO SUPPLIED BY ALPINE RECREATION

Guided

TIMETABLE

DAY 0 – Meet at Alpine Recreation in Lake Tekapo at 7:00pm for gear check/briefing. Spend

night in Tekapo at Alpine Recreation’s Edelweiss Lodge base (included). Please note that
dinner on ‘Day 0’ is NOT included, but breakfast on Day 1 is included.
DAY 1 – 6:30 Drive from Tekapo to Mt. Cook/Aoraki and start hiking/skinning up to hut at
about 8:30. This usually take 5-8 hours (depending upon route and snow/avalanche
conditions). There is some skiing already en-route to the hut, and there might be a couple
of hours left in the day to do a short tour.
DAYS 2-3 – Day trips from Caroline Hut. The objective is to have 4 enjoyable days
climbing and travelling above the snow line, furthering experience and skills, but with
emphasis on finding good ski lines and touring the Mt Cook Range.
DAY 4 – Morning ski trip and hut cleaning. Then back down to transport (it maybe
possible to do this via a different route) and back to Tekapo for about 6:00pm

CAROLINE HUT

This is the only private hut in Mt. Cook/Aoraki National Park and is a fantastic
destination in its own right. It’s not your normal hut, and is very comfortable,
with gas and a wood stove. It has stunning views up the Tasman Glacier and
over the Caroline Face and is a very enjoyable place to spend time in
the evenings.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
• A guide IFMGA/NZMGA qualified for ski touring
• Transport Lake Tekapo - Mt Cook Village - Husky Flat (4WD) return.
• All food for 4 days. All bulk food is already stored at Caroline Hut.
• 1 night in bunkroom @ Edelweiss Lodge + 3nights @ Caroline Hut.
• Use of sleeping bag at Caroline Hut (so that’s one less thing to carry)
*Please bring your sleeping bag liner.
• Hire of ski touring gear (except for ski touring boots) from
Alpine Recreation, although it is preferable if you have all your
own gear that you are familiar with.

CAROLINE HUT SKI TOURING TRIP – Please click on link

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvkEm3RKSorZgqk46nudJc_oNNj0cA

INTERESTED? – Please click on link

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvkEm3RKSorZgqk76nudJc_oNNj0cA

SKI-MOUNTAINEERING

CAROLINE HUT

NZAC CANTERBURY/WESTLAND PRICING:
- NZ $1400 per person 1:4 guide-client ratio
- NZ $1520 per person 1:3 guide-client ratio
- FREE gear hire (except ski touring boots)

Club Trips

4 DAYS SKI-TOURING
in Two Thumbs Range

BRIEF DESCRIPTION – This involves 3 nights based at
         Alpine Recreation’s private Rex Simpson Hut with a guide, with
             one night at Tekapo prior to the trip.  The trip will be organised and run
by Alpine Recreation, one of New Zealand’s most experienced alpine guiding companies.  
The objective is to have 4 enjoyable days skiing and travelling through avalanche terrain above
the snow line, furthering experience and skills, but with emphasis on reaching peaks and
bagging some good ski lines.  To improve the odds of good weather Alpine Recreation have
offered to provide 2 days flexibility with the scheduled dates.  
TIMETABLE

DAY 0 – Meet at Alpine Recreation in Lake Tekapo at 7:00pm for gear check/briefing. Spend
night in Tekapo at Alpine Recreation’s Edelweiss Lodge base (included). Please note that
dinner on ‘Day 0’ is NOT included, but breakfast on Day 1 is included.
DAY 1 – 6:30 Drive from Tekapo to Mt. Gerald Station and start hiking/skinning up to hut
at about 8:30. This usually take 3-4 hours (depending upon route and snow/avalanche
conditions). In good snow years some of the ascent to the hut is on skis and some years
it is mainly a tramp. A short tour is possible in the afternoon.
DAYS 2-3 – Day trips from Rex Simpson Hut. The objectives will be dependent on snow/
avalanche conditions and weather. Many good ski lines are within range of the hut.
DAY 4 – Morning ski tour + hut cleaning. Then back down to transport and back to
Tekapo about 6:00pm

REX SIMPSON HUT

This is a private hut in the Two Thumb Range and is a very cosy destination in its
own right. It’s not your normal hut, and is very comfortable, with gas and a wood
stove. It has stunning views of Lake Tekapo, the Godley Valley and the main divide
and is a very enjoyable place to spend time in the evenings

WHAT’S INCLUDED
• A guide IFMGA/NZMGA qualified for ski touring.
• Transport Lake Tekapo - Mt Gerald Station return.
• All food for 4 days. All bulk food is already stored at Rex Simpson Hut.
• 1 night in bunkroom @ Edelweiss Lodge + 3nights @ Rex Simpson Hut.
• Use of sleeping bag at R.S Hut (so that’s one less thing to carry)
*Please bring your sleeping bag liner.
• Hire of ski touring gear (except for ski touring boots) from
Alpine Recreation, although it is preferable if you have all your
own gear that you are familiar with.

SKI TOURING
REX SIMPSON HUT

REX SIMPSON HUT SKI TOURING TRIP – Please click on link

NZAC CANTERBURY/WESTLAND PRICING:

INTERESTED? – Please click on link
https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvkEm3RKSorZgqk76nudJc_oNNj0cA

- NZ $1130 per person 1:4 guide-client ratio
- NZ $1215 per person 1:3 guide-client ratio
- FREE gear hire (except ski touring boots)

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvkEm3RKSorZgqk56nudJc_oNNj0cA

PHOTO SUPPLIED BY ALPINE RECREATION

Guided

NOTICES: GEAR FOR SALE
Tent - Macpac Apollo

2 person, 3 x season, older ex demo
model, unused , few pegs missing

$200.00

Sleeping bag - Fairydown Polar
winter bag

older ex demo model, unused, very
warm bag 			
$150.00

Packs x 2 - Macpac

One orange / one black. 35 ltr, ice axe
loops, ex demo models, unused

			

$125.00 ea

Boots - La Sportiva Nepal Evo

Size 43, used one weekend, top winter
all round boot.
$600.00

Rock shoes - Red Chilli

Size 42, very good condition

$75.00

Silent Partner self belay device

Sell for over $1000 on ebay! $500.00

Ice Screws - Grivel

1 x 15cm , 1 x 20cm, as new condition

			

$75.00 ea

Snap gate biners x 8 - Omega
Pacific Five O belay device
As new (sell all as one)
$100.00
Stuff Sacks - Mountain Design

Unused x 4, sizes 5, 10, 15 and 20 litre
		
prices $5 to $10 ea

Climbing Grips - String Pro
As new, pair 		
$125.00
North Face Mitts

Size M mens, excellent cond $125.00

O.R Mitts

Size L with inner, excellent condition

$125.00

Marmot Gloves

Size L with inner, excellent condition
		
$100.00

Burton Gloves

Size M with inner, excellent condition
			
$50.00

Prices non negotiable
Christchurch sales & pick ups only
Payment by bank transfer
Please do your research on all gear advertised before enquiring
GRAB YOURSELF A BARGAIN!
Text only - Clayton on 027 446 1562

All proceeds to be split between the trust
fund for Paul Corridon’s daughters and as
a donation to the NZAC

Grubbie gets out

Climbing
in New Zealand

The campground managers were very
welcoming and thankful that we were
getting on the road and spending money in
their community.
It will help New Zealand climbers
standing and enhance our relationship with
the locals, better still land owners, if
climbers spend a little bit at the businesses in
the small towns. Whether it is at the cafe, pub,
corner store,or campground.
Travelling through, freedom camping, and
having nothing to do with our rural
communities, does not help out with our
access privileges.
Please be responsible local tourists.
Grant (Grubbie) Piper

CHARLESTON WEST
COAST
South Island

Where is your favourite climbing spot in NZ? Email and tell us your
favourite destination with some photos. Help inspire fellow climbers to get
out & explore other local communities. nzac.cw.newsletter@gmail.com

Support

the local businesses

The cafes, corner stores,
restaurants, bars, motels
& campgrounds

KEEN TO SHARE YOUR OUTDOOR EXPERIENCE?
Keen to share your outdoor experience? Helen Sinclair,
our section meeting co-ordinator is the person to contact.
Helen organises speakers to share their outdoor experiences with the
rest of our community.
If you have any outdoor adventures to share or know someone who
has a story to tell, then please contact Helen either by phone or email.
P: 027 435 3674 E: helen@helensinclair.com

Get great value skiing & riding on our South Island slopes!
Hi there Skiers and Riders
Disabled Snowsports Canterbury is pleased to announce the release of our new Bargain Books of vouchers for most
South Island Ski Areas for the 2020 Season. In most cases the offers include two lift passes for the price of one,
although a few fields have different offers and/or restrictions. This year we are proud to tell you that Treble Cone/
Cardrona are back on the roster, after a few years away for TC. This is your best chance to spend some time on some
different or less well known ski areas, while you are doing your bit to support local ventures.
Ski Fields participating this year include Cardrona, Treble Cone, Mt Cheeseman, Mt Olympus, Temple Basin, Porters, Mt
Lyford, Mt Dobson, Broken River, Fox Peak, Ohau, Snow Farm, Rainbow, and Hanmer Springs.
The Bargain Books are our major fundraiser each year, and although the 2020 Season may be a little different to
previous years, the generous support from nearly all the Ski Areas is really heartening. It’s a wonderful indication of their
positivity and eagerness to support our members. We very much appreciate your support too, and although the Bargain
Books are still currently in production, we expect them to be ready for shipping and collection by early June.
All of the details are on our website http://www.dsc.org.nz/bargain-booklets/
Bargain Books are $110 for the first one purchased and $90 for subsequent ones. They can be purchased through our
website or from the following outlets:
·
·
·
·
·

Snow and Surf, 85 Tuam Street
SnowRide, 386 Lincoln Road
Cactus Outdoor, 90 Fitzgerald Avenue
Gnomes, 26 South Terrace, Darfield
Further Faster, 57a Buchan Street

Reserve your Booklets now and have them shipped to you as soon as they are ready, just contact webquery@dsc.org.nz
Thanks for your support and we wish you a fantastic 2020 Season.
Regards
Disabled Snowsports Canterbury

ARTHUR’S PASS LODGE UPDATE

ARTHUR’S PASS LODGE OPEN ONCE AGAIN
It has been advised that the council
work on the Arthur's Pass village
water supply is finished and the
lodge is open again. Please note that
groundwork remediation around the
lodge won't be done until spring. It's
a muddy track (no shingle) to get to
the lodge and drivers will need to be
careful when crossing the stream just
before the Lodge as its a bit of a dip
so care is required so that people
don't belly out vehicles. The council
are to remove the boulders they left in
the middle of the parking area and this
should be done soon.

Please either remove your shoes at the
door before entering or have a clean
pair so mud doesn't get walked through
the lodge.

AS ALWAYS:

You will need to book the lodge online
through the NZAC website and when
doing this, you will get the door code.

SUPPLIES:

Spare supplies, toilet paper, cleaning
products etc can be found in either the
'Store' cupboard in the bathroom or
under the sink in the kitchen.
Please re fill any containers that are
close to empty and if you find anything
running low - please let the National
Office know.

‘ED HILLARY: HUMANITARIAN, ADVENTURER AND FRIEND’ TALK BY JIM WILSON
Redcliffs man Jim Wilson was asked by
Ed Hillary to drive one of the jet boats
on the trip up the sacred Ganga River.
This journey was captured in the recent
movie “Ocean to Sky”
Come & hear Jim talk about the journey
and the aid projects that they worked on
in Nepal.

Information:
pruestringer@hotmail.com
022 1342 347

Sunday July 12
5pm to 6.30ish
Mt. Pleasant
Community Centre
Presentation and conversation
with Jim Wilson who featured
in the recently shown film
“Ocean to Sky”

Suggested Koha $10 at the door
Organised by Port Hills Greens

CLIMBING ON PRIVATE LAND: DID YOU KNOW?
Did you know?
If you are intending to climb outdoors
and the crag is on private land YOU
MUST always ring the landowner first to
state your intentions and get permission
to do so.
It is continually bought to our attention
that a lot of climbers are not doing this
and this is putting our outdoor climbing
in jeopardy.
The routes at Dragon Crags contain 350
bolt and hanger sets and 36 doublebolt anchors, which is a significant
investment on behalf of the climbing
community by a small group of route
developers. It is very annoying for us to
have people behaving irresponsibly like
this, when the website includes multiple
warnings about the requirement for
permission.
Apart from the hardware, we have
spent a huge amount of time in cutting
tracks and clearing gorse from climbs,
with a relatively small amount of time
actually spent climbing. In addition we
have collaborated with the farmer over

If people can’t comply with the
permission requirements we will have to
propose more draconian requirements
to force compliance, which may result in
some individuals being trespassed from
the farm.
It is not hard to find the numbers for
the landowners, these are all listed on
https://climbnz.org.nz/
Plan your climbing ahead but if you
cannot reach the landowner then DO
NOT take that to mean you can climb
there, go climb at another crag. The
landowners do not mind you calling,
they are very approachable but if this
continues to happen the whole climbing
community will lose out.

HUGH LOGAN CLIMBING A 60 METRE ROUTE ON
THE DRAGONS TAIL. LINDSAY MAIN

coming to Christchurch
mid-September !

PLAN AHEAD AND CALL PRIVATE LANDOWNERS BEFORE CLIMBING
FIND ANOTHER CRAG TO CLIMB ON IF YOU’RE UNABLE TO CONTACT THE LANDOWNERS
BE CONSIDERATE & RESPONSIBLE. DON’T LEAVE ANY RUBBISH
YOUR ACTIONS DICTATE THE FUTURE OF CLIMBING AT THESE CRAGS FOR EVERYONE

BANFF

•
•
•
•

wilding pine control, both at the climbing
area and elsewhere on the farm.

June is traditionally the time of year we all excitedly go along to our Banff
Mountain Film Festival World Tour. For obvious reasons we can’t hold our
Christchurch screenings at this time. We are closely watching the COVID-19
government restrictions and working through logistics to organise future
screening dates. Watch this space for details as we hope to bring Banff’s
great lineup of inspirational films to you mid-September.

ARTHUR’S PASS GUIDEBOOK IS NOW FOR SALE IN THE NZAC ONLINE SHOP!
Arthur's Pass Guidebook
The much anticipated 8th edition of the Arthur's Pass
Guidebook is now for sale in the NZAC online shop!
This guide covers a large area, incorporating Arthur’s
Pass National Park, Craigieburn Forest Park, and
Korowai / Torlesse Tussocklands Park. It also extends
beyond these boundaries to take in summits on
nearby ranges, thereby complementing the Canterbury
Westland Alps guidebook to the south-west. This
edition contains all new routes documented since the
2012 edition, and coverage of all routes and mountains
briefly described in earlier editions has now been
expanded and more fully described.
This guide strives to get you to your chosen climb,
provide just enough information to navigate the route
successfully and find your way down, without providing
‘blow by blow’ accounts. Points of interest such as
historical detail and cautions that need be heeded are
provided.
Beautifully illustrated with hundreds of colour photos
and route diagrams, and with clearly described access
options for popular climbing locations, this is the
essential guidebook for anyone planning a trip into this
special area of New Zealand’s Southern Alps /
Ka Tiritiri o te Moana.

THE NZAC ONLINE STORE CAN BE REACHED BY
CLICKING ON THIS LINK
HTTPS://ALPINECLUB.ORG.NZ/PRODUCT/
ARTHURS-PASS-8TH-2020/

All other products in the NZAC online shop are also
now available. Please note, products may take longer
to ship at this current time.

CLUB VACANCY!

ALPINE CLUB ONLINE LECTURES

GEAR CUSTODIAN

NZAC England Library online lectures

The Canterbury Westland section of the NZAC requires a
new Gear Hire & Custodian.
This job entails running the gear hire for members & the
storing of all equipment.
Insurance for the stored gear is paid for by the Club
Contact Jim Petersen if you want to know more or be
involved in this vacant club roll.
cw.chairperson@gmail.com

The NZAC England Library have started an online series
on lectures. These are being live streamed on YouTube,
which is open to anyone to view.
YouTube link is: https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCgoaAomJnfVxyo62Rkkv76A

PLANNING A CLUB TRIP, EVENT OR HAVE SOMETHING ELSE YOU’D LIKE ADDED TO OUR NEWSLETTER?

• PLANNING A TRIP OR CLUB EVENT???
• DO YOU HAVE A WRITE UP & PHOTO’S OF A TRIP WE CAN
MAKE AN ARTICLE OF FOR OTHERS TO SEE?
• IS THERE SOMETHING YOU’D LIKE TO SELL?
SEND IT TO US AND HAVE IT PUBLISHED IN THE MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER BY EMAILING
SHANNON: NZAC.CW.NEWSLETTER@GMAIL.COM
DEADLINE FOR NEWSLETTERS IS 25TH OF THE MONTH

BENEFITS FOR NZAC MEMBERS
Benefits for NZAC Members

NZAC Membership gives you access to many discounts with the following retailers. You maybe asked to present your active
NZAC membership. To see full terms and conditions and other benefits of being a member, please visit...
https://alpineclub.org.nz/membership-benefits/
To visit any of the retailers below, click on their logo.

YMCA Adventure Centre

WEEKLY ACTIVITY OPTIONS
Lead a Trip: If you would like to lead a trip for the club,

alpine, rock climbing, cycling or otherwise, please contact
cw.chairperson@gmail.com

Midweek mountaineering: The midweek group are

mainly fairly mature mountaineers who still manage to plod
up a few peaks, usually on Wednesdays, weather permitting.
Most of the trips are nottechnical climbing but scrambling
at a fairly relaxed pace. If you are interested in joining us,
please contact Pat Prendergast on 337 0079 or email pat@
slingshot.co.nz

Mid Week Rock Climbing: A new and exciting format

from September (day light savings start) onwards. Instead
of one set evening each week, we are hoping to be able to
offer people a choice of two nights each week, which will vary
depending on who is looking after the group. We believe this
will give people of all abilities more opportunities to get out
climbing. A few things to note when rock climbing with the mid
week group;
• Helmets are compulsory when climbing and belaying
(if you don’t have a helmet, please source one or talk to
the climbing co ordinator and they will try and have one
available)
• For those new to climbing and belaying, we can assist in
this so please ask if you are not sure
• Two top rope kits (each with a rope, biners and slings) are
available each week for the person in charge to use rather
than their own equipment and for those climbers who don’t
want to lead but top rope instead.
Climbing will usually run from approximately 4.30 pm
onwards, outdoors during daylight savings hours, or indoors
in winter, or if the weather is no good. We also welcome
and would appreciate people assisting from time to time on
a roster basis rather than relying on the same people every
week having to look after the climbing group so please
contact Clayton if you are able to help out (it’s not too difficult!)
If you would like to attend and are on the google climbing
group already, we will email out at the start of the week with
which nights we are running climbing and who is in charge
and their contact details. If you would like to be on the group
list, please email Clayton on:
nzacinstructionandgearhire@gmail.com
or text on 027 4461562
All welcome, including non members.

WE NEED YOU
The NZAC Canterbury/Westland section
is looking for volunteer trip leaders
A club trip is a great way to spend time with like minded
people, share some adventures and give back to the outdoor
community. Most trips involve moderate to intermediate
mountaineering but they can include anything from tramping,
rock climbing to mountaineering objectives. The trip leader
is not a professional guide or instructor, as a trip leader you
organise and lead the group only.

What is involved?
• Pick an objective and date
• Use this trip leader worksheet to plan your trip
https://alpineclub.org.nz/resources/organising-trips/

• Get in contact with the trip coordinator (see details below).
Your trip needs to be signed off to make sure all points are
ticked off. The trip coordinator can also help you with any
questions you have regarding the planning
The trip gets advertised in the newsletter and/or to the 		
Cant/Westland facebook page
Email: Shannon at nzac.cw.newsletter@gmail.com
• You organise the participants and do pre–trip preparations
This list is a suggestion of day or overnight trips which could
be both run during summer or winter. All these trips are
achievable in a weekend. If you have another objective in
mind just get in contact with the trip coordinator. Thanks for
leading a trip for the club!
Volunteer trip coordinator email:
robert.gallagher90@gmail.com or richard.mcgill@me.com

Some Ideas! Mt Aiken, Binser, Avalanche Peak, Mt

Cloudsey, Torlesse, Avalanche-Bealey Traverse, Castle Hill
Peak, Longfellow, Avalanche Peak-Crow Valley, Mt Oates,
Murchison, Temple-Phipps Traverse, Mt Somers,
Mt Guinevere, Mt Rolleston, Mt Philistine

TRIP GUIDELINES
An important part of the NZAC is volunteer organised trips. If you’re thinking of joining or organising a trip,
here are some guidelines on what to expect. Check out the NZAC Trips page for resources to assist you
with planning a section trip. https://alpineclub.org.nz/resources/organising-trips/
Responsibilities of a Trip
Organiser:
• Trips should be fun for everyone.		
Choose a mountain, peak, hill,
traverse, route, crag, or whatever
and get out there and meet some
keen club members!
• You cannot be responsible for
the safety of every member of
the group, but you should aim to
empower every group member
with enough knowledge to make
their own informed decisions about
the proposed trip both before, and
during the trip.
• Choose a realistic goal for the time
available and give prospective
group members an idea of the
amount of effort required.
• Set a group size limit based on your
experience, the goal, time available 		
and the groups individual fitness 		
and experience.

• Let the group know what skills &
equipment are needed when they
sign up.
• Provide the trip Participants with
a copy of the NZAC waiver form
and have them understand, sign
and return it to you in advance of
the trip.
• Organise travel arrangements
at the earliest opportunity and let
everyone know how much they
can expect to pay for transport
costs - petrol, wear & tear.
• Prepare detailed trip intentions
and leave them with at least one
responsible individual.
• If someone on the trip voices their
concern about a situation it is up
to you (with the help of the group)
to find a safe solution.
• Give priority to NZAC members
• Find someone on the trip to write
an interesting trip report for the
Section Newsletter and email it to:
nzac.cw.newsletter@gmail.com

Responsibilities of a Trip
Participant:
• You are responsible for your own
safety. If you are uncomfortable
with any situation, let your trip
organiser know straight away.
• Be prepared to drive or contribute
to transport costs incurred
(petrol, wear & tear)
• Make sure you have a clear idea
of the trip’s goals and what will be
required of you. Obtain a relevant
map and know where you are
going, the terrain, what gear you
will need, and how to use it.
• If you discover that you cannot go
on the trip then let the Trip
organiser know as soon as possible
so that another person can take
your place.
• Read, understand and return the
signed copy of the NZAC waiver
form to the Trip Organiser.

SECTION LIBRARY
Section Library: Did you know that

the Section has its own library and that
unlike the National Office library you can
actually borrow the books in the Section
library?
Every section meeting I will bring a
good selection of the hundreds of book
in the library along with the DVDs.
The contents of the C/W Section library
can be found on line here:
httpbit.ly/CWLibrary
(There is a list of DVDs on the
second tab of the spreadsheet). If you
would like to borrow a book or DVD
then please email me and we’ll sort
something out.

Library policies: You must have
a current NZAC membership card to
borrow

returned in one of 4 ways.

• Books are generally to be returned 		
within 2 months, but new purchases 		
will be expected to be returned 		
within 1 month

• Drop them off at National Office and 		
tell whomever you speak to that 		
they are for C/W library

• DVDs are expected to be returned 		
within 2 weeks
Returns: Books/DVDs can be

• Return at the next Section meeting

• Drop them off at Boffa Miskell 		
office on the 1st floor in Lane Neave 		
building at 141 Cambridge Tce, 		
marked for “Yvonne”
• Email text/phone me to arrange 		
handover some other way
Email: John Roper Lindsay
john@roperlindsay.com
or call/text 021 395 513

CANTERBURY/WESTLAND SECTION OF THE NEW ZEALAND ALPINE CLUB
Facebook page:

https://www.facebook.com/NZAC-CanterburyWestland-176920578985933/

Section Library:

http://bit.ly/CWLibrary

Chairperson:

Jim Petersen 022 620 0619 cw.chairperson@gmail.com

Secretary:

Paulina Woch paulinawoch@yahoo.com

Events:

Adam Humphries 027 200 4760 adam.b.humphries@gmail.com

Accommodation & Committee Rep:
Philip Tree philiptree7@gmail.com

Instruction Coordinator & Rock Climbing Coordinator:

Clayton Garbes 027 446 1562 nzacinstructionandgearhire@gmail.com

Winter Gear Custodian: JOB VACANCY

Jim Petersen 022 620 0619 cw.chairperson@gmail.com

Recreational Advocacy:

Lindsay Main Lindsay.main@caverock.net.nz

Trip Coordinators:

Richard McGill richard.mcgill@me.com
Robert Gallagher robert.gallagher90@gmail.com

Newsletters & Online Coordinator:

Shannon Cook 021 809 088 nzac.cw.newsletter@gmail.com

Treasurer & Library:

John Roper Lindsay 021 395 513 john@roperlindsay.com

Arthur’s Pass Lodge:

John Henson 027 471 4075 hensonj@xtra.co.nz

Section Evenings:

Helen Sinclair 027 435 3674 helen@helensinclair.com

Crag Maintenance:

Grant Piper 021 711 300 grant.piper66@gmail.com

PLEASE NOTE:

•

THE JULY SECTION MEETING IS OUR BUY/SELL GEAR SALE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION GO TO OUR EVENT LISTING

HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/EVENTS/254406939169917/

